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This second edition updates a course which has proven to be a perfect fit for classes the world
over. Engaging content and a strong focus on grammar and vocabulary combine to make this
course a hit with both teachers and students. Popular course features have been refreshed
with new content, including the imaginative reading and listening topics, 'Culture in Mind', and
'Everyday English' sections. New for the second edition is a DVD-ROM with the Level 2
Student's Book containing games, extra exercises and videos featuring the photostories'
characters as well as a 'Videoke' record-yourself function. There is a full 'Vocabulary bank' at
the back of the book which expands upon lexical sets learned in the units.
Private faces in public places Are wiser and nicer Than public faces in private places. W.H.
Auden, dedication to Stephen Spender, 1932 Stephen Spender wrote almost a million words of
journal entries between his September Journal in 1939 and his death in 1995. In choosing from
these voluminous journals for the new edition, the editors have tried to provide a picture of the
various lives Spender brought together in autobiographical form. The earlier 1985 edition of the
Journals was overseen by the author, and it privileged his thoughts about poetry - his own and
other people's. The new edition includes the final ten years of Spender's life and provides
access to the more intimate thoughts and feelings of the private man, but equally documents
his life as a public intellectual who played a part in shaping the European literary and
intellectual culture of his age. As we look back on the dramatic events of the twentieth century,
we find that Spender was involved in many of them: the reconstruction of Germany and the
construction of Europe (as Unesco's first Literary Councillor), the development of the cultural
Cold War (as editor of Encounter), the founding of Israel, the anti-Vietnam movement in
America. The Journals provide a personal version of sixty turbulent years of the twentieth
century, hovering between diary, autobiography and history.
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It
now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of professional photography on
the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of today’s people and events. They
have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
Anthropologist and photographer Eileen Oktavec has spent more than two decades
documenting this fascinating tradition in the Arizona-Mexico borderlands. Quoting extensive
interviews, she explains the beliefs of the people who perform this ancient folk ritual and the
many rules guiding this practice. She also describes the many places where milagros are
offered - from the elaborate Mexican baroque Mission San Xavier near Tucson, Arizona, to tiny
household shrines and hospitals on both sides of the border.
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it
contains a proven mix of news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.
Jeremiah is comfortable in his own Brooklyn neighborhood, but when he attends a fancy
Manhattan prep school, the young black boy does not seem to fit in, until he finds a friend in a
Jewish girl named Ellie.
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Ben Mattlin lives a normal, independent life. Why is that interesting? Because
Mattlin was born with spinal muscular atrophy, a congenital weakness from which
he was expected to die in childhood. Not only did Mattlin live through childhood,
he became one of the first students in a wheelchair to attend Harvard, from which
he graduated and became a professional writer. His advantage? Mattlin’s life
happened to parallel the growth of the disability rights movement, so that in many
ways he did not feel that he was disadvantaged at all, merely different. Miracle
Boy Grows Up is a witty, unsentimental memoir that you won’t forget, told with
engrossing intelligence and a unique perspective on living with a disability in the
United States.
“There are only a handful of exceedingly rare diseases whose diagnoses can
engender as much fear and anxiety as the diagnosis of cancer. The word
‘malignancy’ alone is so pervasively menacing as to conjure the image of a
malevolent being crawling through a loved one’s body … or the darkest of
poisons seeping through their veins.” —Dr. Shane Dormady, from the foreword52
Days: The Cancer Journalis the true story of one woman’s heroic battle with a
rare and aggressive cancer that persistently sought to take her life and left her in
a coma for nearly two weeks. This awe-inspiring narrative is told through the
eyes of her son-in-law who fastidiously documented the emotional stages that the
cancer patient and her loved ones navigated; disbelief, helplessness, despair,
fear, and sometimes, even hope.52 Days: The Cancer Journalis a must read for
anyone who has been touched by cancer’s pervasive reach and especially for
someone who has been diagnosed with cancer and is fighting for his or her life.
Twelve-year-old Feni has to adjust when the pregnant young daughter of an old friend
of her mother's comes to stay with them.
Scholars have long assumed that industrialization and the growth of modern cities
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signaled a decline of religious practice among urban dwellers - that urban commercial
culture weakened traditional religious ties by luring the faithful away from their
devotional practice. Spanning many disciplines, the essays in this volume challenge
this notion of the "secular city" and examine how members of metropolitan houses of
worship invented fresh expressions of religiosity by incorporating consumer goods,
popular entertainment, advertising techniques, and marketing into their spiritual lives.
Faith in the Market explores phenomena from Salvation Army "slum angels" to the
"race movies" of the mid-twentieth century, from Catholic teens' modest dress crusades
to Black Muslim artists. The contributors-integrating gender, performance, and material
culture studies into their analyses-reveal the many ways in which religious groups
actually embraced commercial culture to establish an urban presence. Although the city
streets may have proved inhospitable to some forms of religion, many others, including
evangelicalism, Catholicism, and Judaism, assumed rich and complex forms as they
developed in vital urban centers.
In a series of poems, eleven-year-old Lonnie writes about his life, after the death of his
parents, separated from his younger sister, living in a foster home, and finding his
poetic voice at school.
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